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Abstract. Internet of things (IoT) applications deploy massive number of sensors
to monitor the system and environment. Anomaly detection on streaming sensor
data is an important task for IoT maintenance and operation. However, there are
two major challenges for anomaly detection in real IoT applications: (1) many
sensors report categorical values rather than numerical readings; (2) the end users
may not understand the detection results, they require additional knowledge and
explanations to make decision and take action. Unfortunately, most existing solutions cannot satisfy such requirements. To bridge the gap, we design and develop an eXplainable Anomaly Detection System (XADS) for categorical sensor
data. XADS trains models from historical normal data and conducts online monitoring. XADS detects the anomalies in an explainable way: the system not only
reports anomalies' time periods, types, and detailed information, but also provides
explanations on why they are abnormal, and what the normal data look like. Such
information significantly helps the decision making for users. Moreover, XADS
requires limited parameter setting in advance, yields high accuracy on detection
results and comes with a user-friendly interface, making it an efficient and effective tool to monitor a wide variety of IoT applications.
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Introduction

Internet of things (IoT) integrates sensor devices with informational components to
form a context sensitive system that responds intelligently to dynamic changes in realworld environments [9]. With rapid developments in recent years, IoT devices are
widely used in different fields such as satellite, healthcare, transportation, and environment monitoring. A typical IoT application usually contains thousands of sensors to
monitor its components and surrounding environment. Evaluating the streaming sensor
data in real-time and detecting abnormal symptoms are critical for IoT maintenance and
operation tasks.
In real applications, IoT sensors contain not only numerical readings but also categorical data representing the working status or operational mode. Unfortunately, most
existing methods on anomaly detection are proposed to detect outliers and anomalies
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of numerical data [1-8]. They cannot be used on categorical data. In addition, many
methods only provide a timestamp of the detected anomaly. Without enough context
information, the users cannot understand such detection results. To bridge the gap, we
design and develop an eXplainable Anomaly Detection System (XADS) to monitor the
sensor data of IoT devices. The solution constructs a three dimensional histogram
model of category, event duration, and frequency. XADS profiles the normal states by
learning from historical data, and automatically determines the anomaly thresholds despite of noisy data. After training models from historical data, XADS monitors newly
arrived data and detects the anomalies in real time. Once an anomaly is detected, XADS
searches in the normal profiles and generates detailed reasons to explain the result. It
also provides expected values as a normal baseline for comparison. With such detailed
explanations, the users can understand the detected anomalies and take out correct actions.
Another major advantage of XADS is on the applicability and feasibility. The solution only requires limited parameter setting in advance and can be applied to a wide
variety of IoT devices. In many real applications, it is difficult to obtain the abnormal
or fault events as training data. XADS does not need such abnormal data for training.
It trains the model only with normal data, which are much easier to collect. XADS can
detect both seen and unseen anomalies (i.e., the types of anomalies that has not appear
before) with high accuracy. The solution has been tested and applied in multiple real
IoT applications including satellite and spacecraft [10][11]. A demo of XADS can be
accessed from the project page at: https://github.com/pengyuan0106/eXplainableAnomaly-Detection-System.
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System Description

Fig. 1. System framework of XADS

As shown in Figure 1, the overall structure of XADS is consisted of two modules: (1)
offline training from historical data and (2) online monitoring for streaming data.
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In offline training module, XADS segments categorical sensor data into event sequences through sliding windows of adaptive length. The window length is learned
from the distribution of events. After window separation, XADS learns the features of
all historical segments and generates a 3D histogram model to profile the normal data
from the dimensions of category, event duration, and frequency. At last, XADS computes the anomaly threshold by running trained model on historical data.
In online monitoring module, XADS first converts streaming data into a new sliding
window and transforms the window into a histogram. The new histogram is then
matched with trained model to calculate an anomaly score. The system raises an alert
if the score is higher than anomaly threshold.
Figure 2 shows a snapshot of using XADS to monitor the telemetry sensor data from
a soil moisture active passive satellite [3]. The dashboard of XADS includes two parts:
a tool panel (left) and a set of view panels (right).
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Fig. 2. Main interface of XADS

Tool Panel: It allows the user to upload historical data and train the model. Once the
3D histogram models are trained, XADS can either load testing data or receive streaming data from network and conduct online monitoring.
View Panels: XADS provides six different view panels for streaming data monitoring
and anomaly detection. (1) As shown in Figure 2 (A), the streaming data panel plots
the so-far arrived sensor data by time; (2) The sliding window panel (Figure 2 (B))
provides a zoom-in view of the current data; (3) The anomaly score panel (Figure 2
(C)) plots the computed anomaly scores in real time. It is aligned with the streaming
data panel. The period labeled by orange color are with abnormal events. (4) The 3D
histogram panel (Figure 2 (D)) shows the constructed histogram from streaming data
in the new window; (5&6) To provide a global view to the users, XADS shows all the
received data in Figure 2 (E) and anomaly scores of multiple sensors in Figure 2 (F).
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Once an anomaly is detected, the users can check more details in anomaly report
panel. XADS lists out the abnormal values and context information in an anomaly explanation panel, as shown in Figure 3 (B). Figure 3 (C) shows the histogram of abnormal data. The blue lines indicate the normal range of frequency in trained model. The
orange rectangle represents the abnormal frequency of current window. Figure 3 (D)
has two plots: the left one is a zoom in view of the observed anomaly, the orange color
denotes the abnormal event. The right plot is a normal baseline, where the blue color
denotes expected normal values during the abnormal period. In this way, XADS provides an explicit comparison to illustrate detected anomalies.
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Fig. 3. Anomaly Report Panel of XADS
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a novel eXplainable Anomaly Detection System (XADS) to
monitor categorical sensors in IoT applications. XADS generates a histogram model on
the dimensions of category, event duration, and frequency. It automatically determines
the value's normal ranges and anomaly thresholds. The detected anomalies are reported
in GUI interfaces with detailed explanations, as well as a normal baseline to help the
user's understanding and decision making.
In the near future, we plan to extend XADS to complex IoT monitoring with both
categorical and numerical sensors, and to test XADS on more applications such as
weather forecasting and financial analysis.
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